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l Construction concepts of gauge gravity theories 

of higher order 

ll1,·n· arl' m,HJY different reasons for construction of gravity theories with higher 

d<'ri1·atil'f0 S, Partly it is gauge reasons but all gravity theories of higher order are 
1w11-Ei11steiu theories, 

.\t first the theory of such sort was proposed by Wey! in 1918 ([l]). In Weyl's 
1 ll!'ury the metric tensor g,,v remained as a gravity field variable. One-parameter local 

gauge invariance was used by Wey! for electromagnetic field introduction. This idea 
1\,1~ followed by modification of space-time Vi connections and Lagrangian of theory. 

\\'<'yl's Lagrn11gian was curvature tensor square. Hence Weyl's theory equations were 

uf more higher order of g,,v derivatives than Einstein's equations ([2]). But it was 
not gauge gravity theory. 

Utiyama was first who tried to get the gravity theory from the local gauge invari

ance principle ([3]). He used Lorentz group as the gauge symmetry group. Modified 

co1111ections were found to be Ricci connections, that is the gravity field variables 

w,1s of higher order than Einstein's one. Therefore Utiyama introduced a'priori 16 

1H'w variables h,,v ( vicrbeins) in addition to Ricci connections t:.,,( ik ). He postulated 

that gµv = h;,hvi and the gravity Lagrangian is Einstein's one (scalar curvature R) 
lw_l'Oucl the gauge scheme. 

To avoid apriority in h,w introduction in 1961 Kibble proposed to use Poincare 
yToup of space-time coordinate transformations as the local gauge symmetry group 

([4]). Really he interpreted general covariant coordinate transformations x"' = 
/"(.rv), where f''(x") is arbitrary function, as following local gauge Poincare trans

formations: 

.r''' = x" + ox", where oxµ= t~x" + t'', 
t~, t''- 10 Poincare group parameters which are functions of coordinates. After 

1: at Kibble proposed to consider ~µ = t~x" + ti' and t"v as independent functions. 

It is incorrect assumptions. But as a result he obtained 16 vierbeins h;, and 24 

rn1Hwction coefficients A,,( ik) as the gravity field variables. 1 
Without any matter A,,(ik) coincide with Ricci connections t:.,,(ik) but in matter 

pr<>sence A,.( ik) can depend on the spin matter tensor St"· It is need to note that Kib
l,k iutroduced h~ by other compensating procedure than Weyl-Yang-Mills-lJtiyama 

one. He did not can obtain Einstein's Lagrangian R by any regular procedure, but 

did not use curvature tensor square as the Lagrangian following from the standard 

compensating procedure. Later the spin matter tensor St" was identified with tor
sion tensor of V4 , and so Kibble's theory turned out the gravity theory with torsion. 

It is non-Einstein theory. 

After Utiyama's and Kibble's papers it became clear that GR is not a theory of 

Yang-Mills type. Even now there is not exist any gauge theory where GR can be 
obtained by the compensating procedure. But it is possible to obtain many different 
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non-Einstein gravity theories by formalistic extension of connection coefficients and 

space-time structure. Some of them contain higher derivatives of 9µv• Good re\·iew 

of metric-affine gauge theories is ([5]). 

There is an opinion that new geometrical objects ( torsion, nonmetricit _1·. ,·tc.) 

are necessary for quantization of gravity. Hence the quantum gravity must lw 11011-

Einstein theory. Is that so? 

2 GR as the gauge theory: Mathematical tech

nique 

Why GR must be a gauge theory? Modern theoretical physics goal is unification of 

all fundamental interactions: mechanics, electrodynamics, nuclear forces ( weak and 

high) and gravity. 

The ways of this problem decision being proposed now: 

1. Single big symmetry group Gr generating all conservation laws for all i1itnac

tions (for example, Grand Unification); 

•) ingle big wave function 7/J which components correspond to each particle or 

field (for example, supersymmetry ); 

3. Single equation which components correspond to equations of each interaction 

(Kaluza-Klein theory and its extensions); 

4. Single construction principle of each interaction theory und<'r consn\·ation in

dividuality of each interaction. 

In all cases the gauge invariance is used. Fourth way was proposed by me in 1967 

aud published in ([6],[7]). It does not use any compensating procedure. In this case 

each gauge field theory can be produced by choice: 

• field variables; 

• symmetry groups (space-time symmetry and internal symmetry); 

• transformation properties of field variables under two types of symmetry groups; 

• order of derivatives of the field variables in Lagrangian. 

lL is necessary and sufficiently for construction of variational and geometrica.l theory 

of any fundamental interaction. 

Including GR! 

Some of gauge gravity theories were obtained by this technique. For instance: 
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2.1 Einstein's GR as the gauge gravity theory 

lt is 11,·cess,ir~· to choose: 

• lielcl variables - g,,,, (metric tensor of \"i): 

• s_1·111111dn· group - (,'x-t (.r''' = f''(.r'')): 

• tr,u1sfor111ation pruper(i,-s - g,,,. is sylllnwlrical l<•nsor of rank two, i.<'. und<'r 

(,'. 1 its transforlllatio11s an•: 

Dt . .'I,«· = C (.r )iJ,_111,,. + .<JnJJ,,C (.r) + !f,,,iJ,.f.' (.r ). 

<'t. -Lie dni ml i\·,·s. C(.r )-l,illing·, n•,·tor. .r1'
1 = .r 1' + ~,, ( .r )I. 11. 11 = U. 1. :.'. :l: 

• urd<'r ut" ,kri\·at in·s i11 Lagra11gia11 -:2. 

ll,,11,T, Lagra.11gian has Ei11sler11·s form: L = II, a11d equatio11s of tlworY ill"<' Linst<'i11 

l'l•l': 
I 

H,,,, - 2y,,,,H = ll. 

lln<' CR is constructed without any compensating idea. torsion. etc.. l,ut I,,. ti](' 

s.1111,· regular procedure \\'hich is used for all other i11leradio11s. 

2.2 50(3, 1 )-gauge gravity 

( '"rn·spondi 11g choice• rnusl lw dom· in t lw following wa_Y: 

• ::<'Id variablf's · ~,,(ii.) (Riffi rn11n,·ctions): 

• s_ylll111etry group - Gcx.,ti (local Lorentz group): 

• transformation propc-rt.ies under Cicx,<i: 

,51:!.µ(ik) = Ii,~ P'i!:!.,,(pq)tlm(.l') + o,,tik(.i-), 

where fi,~, pq-1.he st.ructurf' const.a.nts, tik(J·)- pa.ramPters of (,\ .. ti: 

• ordt>r of derivatives in Lagrangian - :2. 

lknn•, Lagrangian of theory is L = R,,v(i/,)R1""(ik), i.e. it. has \Ycrl's for111 wil l1<J11l 

\-\",·_rl's comwctions hut. with Hiema.nnia.11 curva.tun· t,·nsor. 

Equations of the th<'ory are similar to l\laxwPII <111d Yang l'l!ills ,HH': 

]('"' ( ii.,);,. = 0. 
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2.3 GR+ S0(3, 1)-gravity 

It is corresponding with the following choice: 

• field variables - Y,w and ~,.,(ik); 

• symmetry groups - G.004 and G"°6; 

• transformation properties (the same that in pp.2.1-2.2): 

• order of derivatives - 2 for each variable. 

IIPnce. Lagrangian is: 
/,'. 

L = R - ~Rµv(ik)R'w(ik) 

equation system is: 
}?1,v(ik);v = 0 

Rµv - }YµvR = K(Rµ.r(ik)R:(ik) - iYµvR,\r(ik)R\r(ik)) 

l I I 

(2) 

(;J) 

With respect to g,.,v in cases 2.2-2.3 we have the gauge gravity theory of higher 

0:·'1er. But g,.,v and ll,.,(ik) are introduced as independent variables. 

The main feature of this approach is absence of Poincare local gaugP group. 

lustead of it we have two groups Gev4 and G006 acting in fibre bu11dk span: on 

V1 (tangential fibre bundle). G004 acts in the base of fib1:e bundle space (i.e. iu 

Riemannian space-time Vi), and G=6 acts in the fibre bundle (tangential spa"e). 

The gravity field variable choice is a problem of paying attention to t.hl' physical 

sensP of theory, devices properties and measurement methods being used. 

If 2..,.,(ik) is field variable, then R"v(ik) is analog of F,~v of any gaugt• fi<'ld. La

grangian (I) is aualog of any gauge field Lagrangian in Riernauniau span·-t i111(': 

K L = R- _pa pµv 
4 J-ILI a ' 

.:::,.,,(ik) is analogous to vector-potential A~. 

Stress-energy tensor of real gravity (tidal forces) is analogous to Maxwell one: 

J;(~) = K(R,.,T(ik)R;(ik) - ig,wR,\T(ik)R''T(ik)) (-1) 

7,(em) - F FT l F F,\T 
J-tV -

1
µr v - -gµv Ar 

4 
(5) 
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3 Hilbert equations and Wheeler-Misner 

geometrodynamics 

In 1915 in his paper "Die Grundlagen der Physik" ([8]) Hilbert obtained a system 
of two variational equations for description of gravity and electrodynamics together. 

Each equation corresponded to its field variable. These variables were g,.,v (metric 

tensor of Vi) and q5 (vector- potential of electromagnetic field, i.e. A,, in modern 

designation). Hilbert noted that in consequence of general relativity coordinate 
transformations 4 equations of the system are corollary of the rest. And so he decided 

to consider the electrodynamics equations as corollary of 10 gravity equations. From 

this statement it followed that electromagnetic phenomena are effects of gravity. 

As invariant function under integration (world function H) Hilbert chose H = 
]{ + L, where [{ = R (Riemannian scalar curvature), L = -¼F,.,vF"v (in modern 

,icsignatiou1. 

Hilbert's system of equations can be written in the form: 

(y'gF"v);v = i;~v = 0 

R - ~ R-T(em) µv 
2

Yµv - µ.v 

(6) 

(7) 

(here K = 1, TJ~mLstress-energy tensor of electromagnetic field (equation (5))). 

Such equation system coincides with the system of equations of Wheeler-Misner 

geometrodynamics ([9]), which was proposed in 1957. 

In 1970 I showed that in Riemannian space-time ¼ any gauge fields are described 

by analogous equation system ([ll]): 

F'µ.v - 0 
a ;v -

1 
R,,.v - -g,,.vR = T(9 f) 2 µ.v 

(8) 

(9) 

where TJtitstress-energy tensor of any gauge field which has Maxwell-type form: 

·r(gf) - pa FT - ! pa FAT µ.v - µ.T av 4 9µ.v ,\T a (10) 

Wheeler and Misner found explicit relations between electric E and magnetic H 
strenghs, on the one hand, and gravity variables, on the other hand. It turned out 

that, indeed, the gravity variables can describe the electromagnetic effects. But de
pendence of E and Hon g,,.v has very complex and nonlinear form, and corresponding 
formulae contain derivatives of Ricci curvature square. 

These formulae were at first obtained by Rainich in 1924/25 ([10]) and, indepen

dently, by Wheeler and Misner in 1957([9]). They have the form: 

E,,. = (e,O,O)cosa, H,, = (e,o,O)sina; ( 11) 
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X 

a(x) = j aµ(x)dxµ + a 0 ; 

0 

_ ,/gEµa{3vR°'P;f3 R~ 
C\'µ = RURT . 

T U 

( 12) 

Here a(x)- complexion of field; ~-eigenvalue of Ricci tensor RuT i11 the coonli11a!C' 

system, where RuT has diagonal form (~4 = ¼R~R;); Eµo,f3v - discriminant tensor. 

The angle a(x) realizes a dual rotation of electric E and magnetic H lif-·lds. 

Moreover a(x) must be independent on integration way in v'.i. This i'.; additional 
constraint to metrics 9µv: 

Dµ,v == Ov,µ· ( 1 :l) 

This constraint contains second derivatives of curvature tensor and so deri\·ati\·,•s of 
9µv up to fourth order. 

Hence, in Wheeler's opinion unified classical theory of electrodynamics and graY

ity can be full described by equation (13) and Rainich conditions: 

R~R~ = }b~~R;, (14) 

under positive energy condition: Rg :=; 0 and R~R; -/- 0. 

In such form geometrodynamics does not contain any coupling constant. 

It is necessary to note that perhaps it is better to replace the equation (1:3) by 
equation 

Rµv;r == flµTjV 

of paper ([11 ]). The constant of integration a 0 must be chosen as a0 = 1r /2. 

4 S0(3, 1)-gauge gravity vacuum and GR. Hyper
bolical instantons 

Let us consider the gauge gravity theory with gµv and f1µ(ik) as field variables. 

Equation system (2)-(3) is analogous of the system (6)-(7) of geometrodynarnics 

and (8)-(9) of any gauge field in Riemai:mian v'.i- Such a theory takes into account 

the extend of real objects and describes the real gravity forces acting on them, i.e. 

tidal forces. In this theory vacuum can be defined by condition Tµv = 0 as it is i11 
GR. Then gravity vacuum definiton is: 

1 
Tj~) = r.(RµT(ik)R:(ik) - 4gµvR»T(ik)RAT(ik)) = 0. ( 15) 

Besides trivial solution Rµv(ik) = 0 equation (15) has nontrivial solutions. Thf'sc· 

solutions obey the duality equations, which in electrodynamics have tlw followi11g 
form: 

Fµv = ±i*Fµv 

6 

:\011triYial solutions of duality equations are named the instantons. Tlwy m1n

irnizc the action integral .',' = f F,wF'"' d\ · and transform it into t II(' topological 
CUll~t <lilt. 

111 ti}(' ms,· of the gauge field the instantons are nontrivial solutions of tlw equa
l iu11s ('.tf) = U and duality l'quations 

r:~\, == ±i·F:~11 

l'lw\· 111i11illliz,· t I}(' act ion integral ,'-,' = J I;':,)::w d\ · and transform it into th<' t upu

lugiuil con st ant. 

111 t lw l'aSl' of I he gauge gravity tht' equation Tj,tl = 0 implies arising of the 

1·,1< uum stat,· of the real gravity and the transition to GR. All solutions of Einstein 

cq11at ions are th!' solutions of the gauge gravity equations. But instead of dual it_\· 
equations 

Ft·' ±i* RT,\ 
JIV Jtl✓ (l(i) 

'S<' h,11·<' twice· dual equations 

RT.\ = ±. R"·' 
pu ·11tJ (I') 

,llld therefore 

RTv = ±*H;v ( IS:) 

Th!' dual it_\' equations ( Hi) 1vhich are analog of elect romag11t't ic conditions of 

duality have only trivia.I solutions in the case of gravity (Euclidean Li). 

J'aki11g into acrnnnt that equations (3) followed by R = 0 we cau transform them 
to the fon11 ([Ill) 

R~ = -!i(Rµ<rT.\ - • R*/<UT,\ )(RvuT,\ + • R:<rT.\) 

Tlwrf'fore I1il = 0 if either 

l'T.' -- +. R*' ·' 
l J/1/ J-IV and RTv = + * R;v = RTv - ~9TvR ~ /? = U 

and we have uot any new solution, or 

n;,; = - * R~:,' and RTv = -*R;v ~ RTv = () 

tl1at is EinsL<'ill gravity. 

( 1 •)) 

(20) 

(21) 

Hence we• have vacuul!l Eiustein equations which solutions an· graYity instantn," 

by ddinitiou in th<' frame of (CR+S0(3, 1))-gauge gravity_llJC'ory. Tlwn·forl' all su

lut ions of GR-equations describe the vacuum structure of t.hl' gauge graYity t ilC'on· 

,111d Schwarzschild solution is one of them. The hyperbolirnl signatuw is 1101 an ob

stacle to being instant.on. All va.cuum Einstein spacPs are the hyµ,·rbolical insli111t"1,, 
([12)). 
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Thus it is shown that the gravity (including Einstein's (; R) has to b,· rnusid<'r t !It' 
l(,111g,e field in the single scheme with other interactions and qua11tizatiu11 proc,·d1m· 

has to be analogous to that of auy nonabelian gauge fic·ld. It is necessar>· to lllll<· 

that under condition T,,
0 

= 0 we obtain always the Einstein gral'ity \·arn111111·q11,1tio11 

:11dt'IH"tde11t I,· of th<' gauge field type. Thus all g,rng,.. field instauto11s ca11 tak<' pat t 

in creation of space-timtc vacuum slruct ur<'. 
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KoHoIIJleBa H.Il E4-98-207 
O611.{aJI TeOpID! OTHOCHTe.,'ll,HOCTH 
n KaJrn6poBO'IHLie reopnn rprumraunn BUClllero noplIJlKa 

Ilpe.!ICTaB/leH KpaTKHii o63op COBpeMeHHLIX KaJJH6poBO'IHl,IX reopnii rpaimraunn H HX B3aJIMOCBll3eii 
c o6meii Teopneii OTHOCHTeJJl,HOCTH 3iiHlllTeiiHa. AHaJJll3Hp)'IOTCJI KOHUenunn, HCilOJI!,JyeMLie npn no
crpoeHttH Karm6pOBO'IH!,IX reopnii rpaimrau1111 C BUCWHMII npOll3B0.[IHl,IMII. OTO paccMarpmiaeTCJI KaK 
KaJJH6poBO'IHaJI reopID! rprumraunu, COOTBeTCTB)'IOil.{aJI BLI6opy G_ 4 B Ka'!eCTBe JIOKaJJ!,HOii rpynn1,1 

CIIMMerpnn n cnMMerpwrnoro reH3opa Broporo paiua gµv B Ka'lecrne noJienoii nepeMeHHoii. lfcnoJIL3YJI 
e.[lttHUii MJI BCex qJ)'H.!laMeHTaJl!,Hl,IX B3aHMO.[leiicrnnii MaTeMarn'leCKllii annapar (a l!MeHHO, 
BapnaunOHHUii cjJopMaJJH3M MJI 6ecKOHe'IHl,IX rpynn Jln), MOJKHO nOJiyqnn Teopmo 3iiHWTefrna KaK 
KaJJi16poBO'IHYIO reopnIO 6e3 KaKHX-JIH60 H3MeHeHnii. Bee .!lpyrne KaJJH6poBO'IHl,le IlO/lXOJl!,I Be.!l)T 

K He3iiHWTeiiHOBUM TeOpHllM rpaBHTaUl!H. Ho BUWeynoMJIH)'TaJI MaTeMaTif'leCKaJI TeXHHKa Il03BOJIJleT 
CTpOHTI, n KaJJn6pOBO'IHl,le Teopnn rpaBHTaunn BUCWero nopll.!IKa (HanpnMep, so (3,1)-rpanmaul!IO) 
TaKHM o6paJOM, '!TO Bee BaK)'YMll!,Ie peweHHJI ypanHeHHii 3iiHwreiiHa JIB/IJIIOTCJI peweHl!llMH so (3,1)
rpaBHTauttoHHOii Teopnn. CrpyKiypa ypaBHeHHii so (3,1)-rpanuraunn CTaJJOBHTCll aJfaJJO!ll'IHOii CTPYK· 
rype ypaBHeHHii reoMeTpO.!IHHaMHKII Yn:1epa-MH3Hepa. 

Pa6ora Bl,lllOJIHeHa B Jla6oparopnn reopern'leCKOii q>H3HKH IIM. H.H.EorOJII060Ba OIU!lf. 

IlpenpttHT O6ne.!IHHeHHOfO HHCTHTyra ll.!lepHUX HCCJie.!IOBaHnii. l{y6Ha, 1998 
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General Relativity and Gauge Gravity Theories of Higher Order 

It is a short review of today's gauge gravity theories and their relations with Einstein General 
· Relativity. The conceptions of construction of the gauge gravity theories with higher derivatives 
are analyzed. GR is regarded as the gauge gravity theory corresponding to the choice of G_ 4 as the local 

gauge symmetry group and the symmetrical tensor of rank two gµv as the field variable. Using 
the mathematical technique, single for all fundamental interactions (namely variational formalism 
for infinite Lie groups). we can obtain Einstein's theory as the gauge theory without any changes. 
All other gauge approaches lead to non-Einstein theories of gravity. But above-mentioned mathematical 
technique permits us to construct the gauge gravity theory of higher order (for instance SO (3,1)-gravity) 
so that all vacuum solutions of Einstein equations are the solutions of the SO (3, ))-gravity theory. 
The structure of equations of SO (3,1)-gravity becomes analogous to Weeler-Misner geometro
dynamics one. 
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